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RENEWAL PROCESS OF pH-DISTRIBUTIONS WITH DUAL PROBLEM
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In this paper it is considered to study the two pH-Renewal Process cases by Constructing the vector Markov process,
because of the dense of Shi's formula in the set of non-negative random variables, the results are explicit and meaningful
for the problems connected with the failure and replacement.
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Introduction
Renewal theory was first applied for problems connected with
the failure and replacement of equipment. Later however in
renewal theory and queuing theory, models developed for
one type of application turned out to be useful for applica-
tions. Renewal theory deals with the study of renewal pro-
cess.

A process {N (t) t ~ O}whose state space belongs to a denu-
merable set {0,l,2 }and for which the interarrival times
Un = =', - CP n-I? where n= 1,2 .... ,Go = 0 between successive
arrival are positive, is called a renewal process details for
discrete case are discussed by Feller (1968), Neuts et al (1981)
and for continuous random variables (Cox (1955,1962); Feller
1968; Karlin et aI1975).

The following two problems are very important in reliability
and queueing theory. Let Snand Tnbe renewal times defined
by Sn=L:Xi with Sa= 0 and

Tn = fi_1Yi with To=O

Assume that {X) and {Y) are mutually independent and N
is a positive integer.

Problems 1. Define RN = inf {t ~ O/N (t) ~ N},
Denote 8=Nt (~) and r = Nz~)
what is the joint distribution of random variable {R.8 '"C} ?

Problem ll. DefineC:N= INF {niTn ~ SN}

C:N
TO=~Yj
N J,I

and TJ N=N (T iN)
what is the joint distribution of random variables
«; T, TJN}?

N
The problem II is called as the dual problem of the probleml.
We just study the problem II for case that {X) and {Y) are pH-
distribution. Before doing tins for some special cases the ex-
plicit formula of joint distribution have been found.
* Author for correspondence

Shi 's formula for transition frequency. The formula ob-
tained by Shi (1994) is about the calculation of transition fre-
quency from one subset to another subset of state space for a
continuous time markov chain.
Let Set) be a continuous Markov chain with state space
E= {1,2.... } and the corresponding infinitesimal matrix Q={ C4}
satisfying the condition SUPi[qi) :::;c < ex, We use standard
notation.

Pi (0) =P {S(O)=i}
Pi (t) =P {S (t) = i}
P (t) =P {S (t) = jlS(O)=i}

1J
For absorbing Markov process Shi obtained the following
theorem.

Theorem l.2.1 For the absorbing Markov process Set), the
subset Eodenotes the absorbing state and Ej=E'E, then the p

d f of the time absorbing into Eo satisfies the formula.
h(t)=H' (1) L:Pi (1) qij

ie Ei
jE Eo

Materials and Methods

pH-distribution and pH-renewal process. Erlang first pro-
posed the idea of method supplementary variables. He noted
that gamma distributions whose shape parameter is a posi-
tive integer may be considered as the probabilities distribu-
tions of sum of independent, negative exponential random
variables. In this manner very useful results for renewal pro-
cess of enlarge type can be derived from those of much sim-
pler Poisson process. The memory-less property of the nega-
tive exponential distribution is the basic ofErlang. This idea
which has been extended by many authors. The notion of
Complex-valued probabilities is introduced by Cox (1955),
who tries to find phase representation for all probability dis-
tribution on the positive real line which have rational Laplace-
Stieltjes transforms. Neuts (1982) considered a particular class
of probability distribution with rational transforms which are
related to finite Markov chains. The emphasis of his
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discussion is on the algorithmic uses of these probability dis-
tributions and involves only classical elementry results from
the theory offinite Markov chain, both in discrete and in con-
tinuous time.

Discrete case. Discrete pH-distribution are defined by con-
sidering an (m + 1) state Markov Chain Transition matrix P
of the form (Feller 1968).

[Trl
P= 00-'

Where T is a sub stochastic matrix, such that I-Tis
nonsingular also To+ TO=1 and the initial probability vector
is (cc,« m+l)with (a. + am+1)=1 where e is the column vector
with all its cmponents equal to one, with proper dimension.
The probability density {PK} of the chain absorbing into the
state m+ 1 from any initial state is ki given by

P.=am+1

Pk =cc Tk-I TO k=I,2,3 .

Its probability generating function P (z)=am+1 +zc, (i-zT)-'TO
and its factorial moments are given by
E[X(X+1)+ ..... (X+k)=k! aTk-l (I-T)-ke
ifk=1 then E[x]=a (I-T)"le

Continuous case. We consider a Markov process
{X (t). t ~o} with infinitesimal generator

Q=[~JJ
here the mxm matrix Tsatisfies T. < 0 for 1 <i < m, and

1J

T. > O. for x Also Te + TO = 0, and the initial probability
U J

vector of Q is given y (a,am+l) with a. + am+1 = 1 where e is
the column vector with all its components equal to one, with
proper dimension and the pair (ce.T) is called a representa-
tion ofF (x), We assume that the state L..m are all transient,
so that absorption into the state m+ 1 from any initial state is
certain.
LEMMA.i.i. The state L.m are transient if and only if the
matrix is nonsingular. (Neuts 1981).

Let X is the absorbing time of Markov chain Q, then the
distribution of X is

F (x) =l-o. exp (Tx)e, For x ~ 0

F (x) is called the pH-distribution of order m with represen-
tation (a, T).The Laplace-Stieltjes f(s) ofF (x) is given by

f (s) =a
m
+1 +o; (sI-T)-' TOfor Re (s) ~ 0

and the non central moments ui of F (x) are all finite and
given by

E [Xi] = (-l)i i! (a T )e).i

Irreducible representation. We consider the version of that
Markov process in which the path functions are right-hand
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continuous, we obtain a Markov process on {l, .m} with
the infinitesimal generator functions are right -hand continu-
ous, we obtain a Mrkov process on {I, ,m} with the

*Q=T+Tooc
The representation (ce.T) assume am+1 = 0 is called irreduc-
ible if and only if the matrix q* is irreducible.

Closure properties. (i) IfF (x) and G (y) are both continu-
ous (or both discrete) pH-distribution with representations
(ce.T) and (~,S) of order m and n respectively, then their con-
volution F.g (.) = H (z) is a pH-distribution with representa-
tion (Y, L) of m+n given by (in continuous case)

y =]ce,« rn-J ~]

°
L= ITT~J

Lo s

ii) If F (x) is a pH-distribution with (irreduciable)
respresentation (a,T) then

x
F* (x) = 1If-!. , J [i-Feu)] du

°is a pH-distribution with representation (n,T), where n is the
unique solution of the equations n 0* =Oand n e=1.

pH-Renewal process. The following construction will be
very useful. Suppose that upon absorption into the state m+ 1,
we instantaneously perform independent multinomial trials
with probabilities a I' .....,am, until one of the alternative
1,..... ,m occures. Restarting the process Q in the correspond-
ing state, consider the process Q in the corresponding state,
consider the time ofthe next absorption and repeat the same
procedure there. It is easy by continuing this procedure in-
definitely. We construct a new Markov process in which the
state m+ 1is an instantaneous state. It is clear that the succes-
sive visits to the instantaneous state from a renewal process
with underlying distribution F (.), given by F (x) = 1 a exp
(Tx)e for x ~ 0, a pH-distribution of representation (a, T).

Let {Nrt), t ~ 0 } be the counting process of the pH-renewal
process. Denoting the Markov process with generator
Q* = T+To a by {J (t), T ~ On, we introduce the matrices

P(n,t) = [Pij (n.tj],
where Pij (n.t) = P {N(t)=n,J+(t)=j N (0) =0, J (tP)=i]
for t ~ 0, n ~ 0, 1 < i < m, I :S;j :s; m

Neuts (1981) has shown that the matrix generating function

I
P(z,t)= L Pm.Tjz=exp [(T+zra)t]

no

Conclusion
In reliability theory, the distribution of the system first fail-
ure time and the number of the failure components before
the system failure are related to the renewal process and also
the distribution of the busy period and the number of cus-
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tomer served in a busy period in queuing theory. We deal
hour with such problems and obtained joint distribution of
some random variables in crossing of two renewal processes
using vector Markov process. Shi's formula about the calcu-
lation of transition frequency from a subset to another sub-
set i.e state space for a continuous time Markov process
S (t). The subset E. denotes the absorbing state and E)=EIE.
then the p.d. f ofthe time absorbing! into E. and obtained the
formula for solving the problem.

F (x) is a pH-distribution with (irreducible) representationx
(o.,T)then F*(x) lIflo I [1-F (u)]/du is a pH-distribution which
provide the unique solution in solving the problem.
It is clear that the pH-renewal process with underlying dis-
tribution denoted by the Markov process with the generator
Q*=T+To 0. by {Jtt), t ~ O} and introduces the matrices which
emphasizes, the differences of two renewal process.
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